ABSTRACT The problem of link prediction has captured considerable attention from various disciplines due to its wide range of applications. A multitude of link prediction methods have been proposed with various techniques. The local Naïve Bayes (LNB) model is an effective one, which discriminates the contribution of different common neighbors by a role function. This paper proposes a new link prediction method, which further enhances the accuracy of the LNB model by considering the local community links and the degree of seed nodes. The experimental results on 12 real-world networks demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms the compared methods in the top-L link prediction task.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, a large variety of complex systems can be modeled as complex networks, in which nodes represent entities in these systems and links denote the relations or interactions between entities [1] - [3] . Consequently, complex network analysis has become an effective solution to explore and discover valuable information from complex systems [4] , [5] . A multitude of interesting research hotspots, such as community detection [6] , [7] , influence maximization [8] , [9] , and event detection [10] , [11] , have been proposed to settle different tasks of complex network analysis. Meanwhile, link prediction, which aims to estimate the probability of the existence of a link between a pair of disconnected nodes based on the observed network structure [12] , [13] , is closely related to other research topics.
Due to its wide range of applications [14] - [19] , link prediction has captured much attention of researchers from various disciplines. So far, a growing number of link prediction models and methods have been proposed to uncover missing links and predict future links [12] , [13] , [20] , [21] . Among them, the so-called similarity-based methods have become the mainstream due to promising accuracy and low computational complexity. The basic and important hypothesis in similarity-based methods is that two nodes with a
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higher similarity score are more likely to be linked [12] , [22] . To compute the similarity score of a pair of nodes, a straightforward strategy is to count the number of shared neighbors of these two nodes. That is the idea of the Common Neighbors (CN) index [20] . The Resource Allocation (RA) index [23] is a variant of the CN index. This index assigns a weight to each common neighbor, which is inversely proportional to the degree of the neighbor. Similarly, Adamic-Adar (AA) index [24] penalizes large-degree common neighbors with different weights. Stemming from both node-based and link-based perspectives, the CAR index [16] holds the view that two nodes are more likely linked if their common neighbors are members of a strongly inner-linked cohort, named local-community. Besides the aforementioned neighbor-based methods, a myriad of methods are pathbased, for instances, Katz [25] , Local Path (LP) [23] , [26] and FriendLink [27] indexes. To estimate the similarity score of two nodes, Katz index takes advantage of all paths between them, in which long paths have small weights. In consequence, the time complexity of Katz is very high. The LP index strikes a balance between CN and Katz, which makes use of local paths with length 2 and 3. Similar to LP, FriendLink uses the paths of varying length between two nodes.
Motivated by the opinion that different common neighbors may play different roles and thus contribute differently, Liu et al. [28] proposed a probabilistic model based on the Bayesian theory, named Local Naïve Bayes (LNB) model, to uncover missing links in complex networks. In the LNB model, the common neighbors of two disconnected nodes are considered as the feature variables and assumed to be independent of each other. Then, the posterior probability of connection and disconnection of these two nodes are respectively calculated according to the naïve Bayes classifier theory. The likelihood score of these two nodes is defined as the ratio of the probability of connection to the probability of disconnection. Likewise, Tan et al. proposed a mutual information approach (MI for short) to link prediction from the perspective of information theory [29] . In MI, the existence likelihood of potential links between a pair of nodes is estimated by the conditional self-information of the pair when the shared neighbors are given. In both approaches, node clustering coefficient plays a pivotal role. More recently, Wu et al. presented the Asymmetric Link Clustering Coefficient (ALCC), which takes into account the possible maximum number of triangles related to one of the two end nodes [30] . Different from link clustering coefficient defined in [31] , ALCC considers one end node of the link as a seed node, and the other as a common neighbor. Then, they improved the LNB model and MI method by replacing node clustering coefficient by ALCC.
In Ref. [28] , the LNB model was proposed with the purpose of discriminating the contribution of different common neighbors. However, the model ignores the influence of other structure information. In this work, we argue that two node pairs that have the same common neighbors may have different connection likelihood. Take the network in Fig. 1 as an example, in which node pairs (a, b) and (c, d) have exactly the same common neighbors. Thence, any of the three LNB models will assign the same connection likelihood to (a, b) and (c, d). Actually, the corresponding degree distribution of seed nodes in the two pairs are very different. Accordingly, the connection likelihood of (a, b) and (c, d) may be different. To address this issue, we introduce another supplemental connection likelihood based on the degrees of seed nodes to the LNB model. On the other hand, the CAR index [16] suggests that links between common neighbors, namely local-community-links, are intensely important in link prediction. In this study, we define a new adjustment function for the LNB model based on the idea of CAR index. In this paper, our focus is on finding top-L missing links, since it is more meaningful in practical applications [30] , [32] . To evaluate the performance of the proposed index in predicting top-L missing links, we conduct experiments on 12 real-world networks from various fields. The experimental results show that our method outperforms the compared ones.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives the problem description and evaluation metrics, lists the baseline methods. The proposed method is described in Section III. Experimental results and discussion are presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes this work.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND METRIC
Given an undirected and unweighted network G(V , E), where V and E represent the sets of nodes and links, respectively. Here, multi-links and self-connections are not allowed. For each non-existent link (x, y) ∈ U − E, where U denotes the universal possible link set, a predictor assigns a similarity score to it to estimate its connection likelihood. A higher score means a higher probability that nodes x and y are connected. All the non-existent links are ranked in descending order according to their scores, and the links at the top are most likely to exist [12] .
In this paper, we concentrate on predicting top-L latent links, therefore, we employ Precision [33] , [34] and AUP [16] as metrics to evaluate the performance of a similarity index. To this end, the link set E is randomly divided into two parts: the training set E T and the probe set E P , such that E T ∪ E P = E and E T ∩ E P = ∅. E T is treated as the observed information, and E P is used for testing.
(1) Precision is defined as the ratio of relevant items predicted to the number of items selected [33] . In link prediction, if we take the top-L links after ranking in descending order according to similarity scores as the predicted ones, among which l links are missing links (i.e., links in E P ), then Precision is defined as
(2) AUP is defined as the Area Under Precision curve [16] . To compute AUP, the Precision with different values of L is needed.
B. BASELINE PREDICTION METHODS
So far, a myriad of link prediction methods have been proposed [12] , [13] , [21] . Here, we list some similarity-based methods that will be used in our experiments for the purpose of comparison.
(1) Common Neighbors (CN) index [20] . For a pair of nodes, this index counts the number of their shared neighbors. In general, more common neighbors mean a larger probability of existing a link between the two nodes. The CN index is defined as
where (x) denotes the neighbor set of node x. Adamic-Adar (2) (AA) index [24] . This index considers the degree information of common neighbors. It supposes that a neighbor with larger degree makes less contribution to the similarity of seed nodes. The formal definition is
where O xy is the set of common neighbors, k z is the degree of node z. (3) Resource Allocation (RA) index [23] . The RA index is motivated by the resource allocation process in a network. For a pair of disconnected nodes x and y, node x can transmit some resources to node y via their common neighbors, which play the role of transmitters. Assuming that each transmitter equally distributes the resource to all its neighbors. The amount of resources that y receives from x is defined as their similarity, which is
(4) Local Path (LP) index [23] , [26] . The LP index extends the horizon of CN to three-hop paths, which can remarkably enhance the prediction accuracy. Its mathematical expression reads as
where is a parameter. (A 2 ) xy and (A 3 ) xy denote the number of different paths with length 2 and length 3 connecting nodes x and y, respectively. In general, should be a very small number [23] , [26] . In our experiments, is fixed as 0.001. (5) CAR index [16] . This index revises the CN index by concerning the local-community-links. The similarity score defined by this index can be computed as
where γ (z) refers to the number of links connecting node z and other common neighbors of nodes x and y. LNB-CN (6) index [28] . The Local Naïve Bayes (LNB) model estimates the connection likelihood of two nodes using the naïve Bayes classifier theory. The key problem in the model is defining the posterior probabilities of connection and disconnection of two nodes given their common neighbors, which are
The connection likelihood of nodes x and y is defined as the ratio of
where P(L 1 ) and P(L 0 ) are the prior probabilities of connection and disconnection of two nodes, P(
represents the probability of connection of x and y given their common neighbor z, which is equal to the clustering coefficient
After some modifications and applying a logarithmic transformation, the final formula of the LNB model is defined as
in which f (z) is an adjustment function about node z, s is a constant calculated by Eq. (11), and R z is the role function of node z defined in Eq. (12) . When f (z) = 1, the corresponding form of LNB model is called LNB-CN.
where |U | is the number of all possible links and |E| is the number of observed links.
where N z and N ∧z are the number of connected and disconnected node pairs with node z being a common neighbor. (7) Asymmetric Local Naïve Bays (ALNB) based method [30] . In Ref. [30] , Wu et al. re-solved the key problem in LNB model [28] using asymmetric link clustering coefficient. Given two seed nodes x and y, z is one of their shared neighbors. The asymmetric link clustering coefficient of link (x, z), e xz , is defined as
Therefore, the posterior probabilities of connection and disconnection in Eqs. (7) and (8) are respectively redefined as
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is a constant for all node pairs, it has no influence to their ranks. In Eq. (16) 
(8) Asymmetric Mutual Information (AMI) based method [30] . This method modifies the MI index [29] via ALCC. MI index defines the likelihood score of two seed nodes as per the conditional self-information of the connection of these two nodes when their common neighbors are available [29] . The mathematical expression reads as (18) in which I (L 1 xy ; z) indicates the conditional selfinformation of the connection of nodes x and y given their neighbor z. I (L 1 xy ) denotes the self-information of the connection of nodes x and y. Later, in their another study [35] , the authors of MI index estimated I (L 1 xy ) by the whole network density. Therefore, it can be removed from Eq. (18) . By modifying MI index using ALCC, Wu et al. [30] defined
where Friedman test is a nonparametric statistical hypothesis test, which is used to evaluate the performance of several prediction methods over multiple datasets [36] , [37] . The null-hypothesis in Friedman test is that all methods perform equivalently. In other words, there are no significant differences between them. To this end, it ranks the methods for each dataset separately according to their accuracy in descending order. In case of ties, average ranks are assigned.
Suppose r i,j be the rank of the ith method over the jth dataset, and R i denotes the average rank of the ith method. The Friedman statistic is defined as
where k and N are the numbers of methods and datasets, respectively. Later, Iman and Davenport [38] pointed out the Friedman statistic is undesirably conservative and designed a better statistic, which reads as
This new statistic is distributed according to the Fdistribution with (k − 1) and
), then null-hypothesis is rejected [37] . This indicates that significant differences exist among multiple methods.
To better investigate the differences among multiple methods, the Bonferroni-Dunn test [39] , which is used as a post-hoc test, is employed in the case that null-hypothesis is rejected in Friedman test. The critical difference for the post-hoc test is defined as
here q α denotes the critical value [37] . Given two methods, their performance is significantly different if the difference between their average ranks is larger than the critical difference.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
So far, a host of link prediction methods and models have been proposed from various perspectives. Among them, the LNB model [28] addresses the link prediction problem using Bayesian theory. In LNB model, roles of different common neighbors are discriminated by their clustering coefficients, and thence different common neighbors may have different contribution to the formation of a link. Later, Wu et al.
presented an improved LNB model, namely ALNB method, in which asymmetric link clustering coefficient substitutes for node clustering coefficient [30] .
In this work, we propose a new improved LNB method for link prediction. In the proposed method, LNB model is improved from two aspectes. The first improvement is to introduce a new adjustment function, which is inspired by the CAR index [16] . The second one is to consider the influence of seed nodes to the connection likelihood, which is not concerned in the original LNB model. In what follows, the detail description of our method is presented. VOLUME 7, 2019 In the formal definition of the LNB model (see Eq. (10)), the function f (z) is introduced to further discriminate the contribution of different common neighbors. In Ref. [28] , three forms of the function, i.e., f (z)
, are taken into account, and the corresponding forms of the LNB model are named LNB-CN, LNB-AA and LNB-RA, respectively.
In Ref. [16] , the authors of CAR index suggested that the common neighbors that are members of a local community are more important than other common neighbors when estimating the likelihood score between to seed nodes. Here, a local community is a triangle composed of two common neighbors and one seed node. In Fig. 1 , neighbor nodes e and f can construct local communities with seed nodes, thus they have more contribution to the connection likelihood of seed node pairs, e.g., (a, b), than neighbors g and h. As a result, CAR index offers more discriminative resolution for node pairs characterized by the same number of common neighbors than CN index [16] .
Motivated by the idea of CAR index, we define a new form of function f (z) for the LNB model in this paper. The expression reads as
here γ (z) denotes the number of local communities that containing node z. It is worthwhile to point out that the computation of the new function is different from that of the CAR index (see Eq. (6)). In Eq. (24), 1 is the elementary contribution of the neighbor and
2 denotes the enhanced contribution from local communities. If there are no local communities, Eq. (24) degenerates to f (z) = 1. Whereas, CAR will assign a zero similarity score to seed nodes, no matter how many neighbors they share.
After introducing the first improvement, we define the first part of the proposed method, which is
The calculations of s and R z are outlined in Eqs. (11) and (12), respectively. Now, we are in the position to introduce the second improvement. The original LNB model takes the attitude that different common neighbors may have different contribution to the connection likelihood of seed nodes, and therefore defines a role function for common neighbors (see Eq. (12)). We argue that two node pairs with exactly the same common neighbors still can have different connection likelihood if their end nodes have diverse degree distribution. In Fig. 1, (a, b) and (c, d) have exactly the same shared neighbors. Some methods, e.g., CN [20] , CAR [16] and LNB [28] , assign the same likelihood score to (a, b) and (c, d). While some others, e.g., Preferential Attachment index [40] and Jaccard coefficient [20] , think their likelihood scores are different due to diverse degrees of end nodes.
In this paper, the second improvement concerns the influence of the degree distribution of seed nodes. To this end, we define some related conceptions firstly. Given a network G(V , E), E k x ,k y denotes the set of links whose two end nodes have the degrees of k x , k y (or k y , k x ), respectively. Formally,
Let P k x ,k y be the probability that a randomly selected link e in the network belonging to E k x ,k y , i.e., e ∈ E k x ,k y . Mathematically,
In this study, we hold the view that the connection likelihood of two seed nodes with degree k x and k y has high positive correlation with P k x ,k y because, in general, the generation of links follows uniform evolution mechanisms in a network [41] , [42] . Unfortunately, there may exist some seed node pairs, for which the corresponding probabilities are zero. In this case, we employ the network density as an alternative. As a consequence, the second part of the proposed method is estimated as
where
here ρ = |E|/|U | is the network density. Combining both Eqs. (25) and (27) , the final expression of the proposed method reads as
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In most related literature, link prediction algorithms try to find all missing links. However, it is more meaningful to find the top-L latent links in practical applications [30] , [32] . For example, in a social network, people tend to build friendship with the most likely friends suggested by the system. In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of the proposed index in predicting top-L missing links on 12 networks in comparison with CN [20] , AA [24] , RA [23] , CAR [16] , LP [23] , [26] , LNB-CN [28] , ALNB [30] and AMI [30] . All methods are implemented in Python with the package of NetworkX. The versions of Python and NetworkX are 3.5 and 1.11, respectively. All experiments are conducted on a machine with Intel Core i5-7500 CPU and 32GB memory. The running operating system is Windows 10 (x64).
A. DATASETS
In our experiments, to fairly evaluate the accuracy of the proposed index as well as the compared indexes, we choose TABLE 1. The basic topological features of the giant components of the 12 real-world networks. N and M are the number of nodes and links, respectively. e is the network efficiency [43] . C and r denote the clustering coefficient [44] and assortative coefficient [45] , respectively. H is the degree heterogeneity [12] . k and d represent the average degree and the average shortest distance, respectively. ρ = |E |/|U | is the network density.
12 real-world networks drawn from various fields with different characteristics. These networks are briefly described as follows: (i) Advogato (ADV) [46] : a social network whose users are mainly free and open source software developers; (ii) Email [6] : a network of email interchanges between members of a university; (iii) Jazz [47] : a collaboration network of jazz musicians; (iv) Political Blogs (PB) [48] : a network of hyperlinks between weblogs about US politics; (v) Yeast [49] : the protein-protein interaction network of budding yeast; (vi) Router [50] : a symmetrized snapshot of the structure of the Internet at the level of autonomous systems; (vii) FWFW [51] : a food web in Florida Bay during the rainy season; (viii) Hamster [52] : a friendship network between users of the website hamsterster.com; (ix) Karate [53] : a social network of friendship of a Zachary's karate club at a US university; (x) Infectious (INF) [54] : a network of people's face-to-face contacts in the exhibition ''Infectious: Stay Away'' in 2009 at the Science Gallery in Dublin; (xi) Metabolic [6] : a metabolic network of C.elegans: (xii) Open Flights (OF) [55] : a network of flights between airports of the world. In this work, all these networks are treated as undirected and unweighted networks, and only the giant component of each network is used. The basic topological features of the 12 real-world networks are outlined in Table 1 . Fig. 2 shows the prediction accuracy under the metric of Precision on the 12 networks. In this experiment, L is set to 10 for all networks except Karate. Because the size of E P for Karate is 7, L is set to 7 on it. All results presented in Fig. 2 are the average of 50 independent realizations for each network. In each realization, a network is randomly divided into a training set (E T ) and a probe set (E P ), which contain 90% and 10% links, respectively. From Fig. 2 , we observe that our index outperforms other methods on eight of the 12 networks. On the other four networks, our index is ranked second over Karate and third over Router, FWFW and Hamster. On Karate, CAR achieves the highest Precision, and ALNB is at the third place. These results indicate that the local-community-links play a vital role on the network of Karate in link prediction. Since Karate is very small, the distinguishing abilities of the role of a common neighbor and the degree distribution of seed nodes are very limited. On Router, FWFW and Hamster, AMI and ALNB are always ranked in the first two places, thanks to the asymmetric link clustering coefficient.
B. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We notice that all methods achieve extremely low Precision scores on Router and Hamster. Particularly, for Hamster, the scores of some methods are zero. From Table 1 , we can see that both networks are very sparse with low clustering coefficient. Furthermore, we plot the numbers of common neighbors for the top-100 non-existent and existent links in Hamster and Router in Figs. 3(a) and (b) . For the purpose of comparison, the corresponding numbers for Email and Jazz are also plotted in Figs. 3(c) and (d) . From Fig. 3(a) , it is apparent that the corresponding numbers of common neighbors of non-existent links are greater than those of existent links in Hamster. Therefore, Hamster is intensely prediction unfriendly for neighbor-based methods. As an example, all the top-10 predicted links by CN are false positive. Similarly, Router is also a prediction unfriendly network. On the contrary, in Email and Jazz, existent links have more common neighbors than non-existent links. Thus, both Email and Jazz are prediction friendly networks. Specifically, over Jazz, all methods attain high accuracy in terms of Precision. From both results in Figs. 2 and 3 , we find that the predictability of a network is more friendly if the differences of corresponding numbers of common neighbors between existent and non-existent links are bigger. On the other hand, the predictability of a network is more unfriendly if the differences of corresponding numbers of common neighbors between non-existent and existent links are bigger. Therefore, to some extent, there may be some inherent relationship between predictability and the differences, which may guide the design of link prediction algorithm. Nevertheless, this relationship needs to be investigated in depth. As analyzed above, for the kind of prediction unfriendly networks, neighbor-based methods fail to uncover missing links. Although AMI and The results are the average of 50 independent realizations for each network. In each realization, E T and E P contain 90% and 10% links, respectively. Our index gets eight best results over the 12 networks.
ALNB get higher accuracy than others on Hamster and Router, their results are far from enough, because they are both in the scope of neighbor-based methods. To address link prediction problem in these networks, a new method, which considers information from different perspectives, is a necessary.
In addition, AMI and ALNB demonstrate remarkable advantage on FWFW. This result indicates that asymmetric link clustering coefficient is superior to node clustering coefficient in this network. Table 1 shows that FWFW is a very dense network, and hence the probability that the existence of triangles between seed nodes and common neighbors is higher than others. Accordingly, AMI and ALNB achieve best accuracy owning to the contribution of link clustering coefficient.
Next, we apply the Friedman test [37] on the results presented in Fig. 2 to analyze the statistical significance between our method and baselines. In this work, our method is compared with eight baselines over 12 networks. According to the results in Fig. 2 , we get F F = 19.01. F F is distributed as per the F-distribution with 9 − 1 = 8 and (9 − 1)(12 − 1) = 88 degrees of freedom. The critical value of F(8, 88) is 2.05 with α = 0.05. Since F F = 19.01 > 2.05, the null-hypothesis in Friedman test, which states that all methods are equivalent, is rejected. Then, a post-hoc test is proceed. Here, we use the Bonferroni-Dunn test [39] , because this test compares all methods only to a control method. Undoubtedly, our method is the control method in the test. The critical difference is CD = 2.742 × √ (9 × (9 + 1))/(6 × 12) = 3.05 for α = 0.05. The results of post-hoc test are graphically depicted in Fig. 4 . The best rank is on the left side in the axis. Evidently, our method significantly outranks LNB-CN, LP, CN, AA and RA. Although there are no significant differences of CAR, ALNB and AMI with our method, the average rank of our method is better than them. Specially, our method significantly enhances the accuracy of LNB-CN.
Moreover, we investigate the dependence of Precision on the value of L. In this experiment, the Precision is calculated with ten different values of L, which are 10, 20, . . . , 100 for all networks except Karate. The values of L for Karate are 1, 2, . . . , 10. Fig. 5 plots the Precision curves and the corresponding AUP results on each network. To make the figure clearer, we only present the results of CN, LNB-CN, CAR, ALNB and our method. In most cases, the Precision curves of our method are at or approximate to the highest positions. For Router, FWFW and Hamster, the positions of the ALNB are markedly higher than those of others. The results is coincident with them in Fig. 2 . Accordingly, the AUP results demonstrate that our method outperforms others on more than half of those networks. In addition, on most of networks, Precision shows downward trend when the size of L increases. This is because that with the increasing of L, the probability to uncover relevant items will decrease, and then the value of Precision will lower [22] .
Finally, we plot the changes of Precision of all prediction methods when the proportion of probe set increases from 10% to 20% in Fig. 6 . In this experiment, all results are the average of 50 independent realizations for each network. For the network of Karate, L is set to 7, and for others, L is 10. We can see from Fig. 6 that Precision values exhibit an upward trend when the proportion increases from 10% to 20% except Yeast. This phenomenon has also been observed in Refs. [22] , [56] . As discussed in Ref. [56] , the main reason is that the increase of probe set E P will increase the probability to get the relevant items, and hence make revealing the missing links easier. Yeast is a sparse network with low clustering coefficient (see Table 1 ). Increasing the proportion of probe set will make the training set more sparse, and then lower the clustering coefficient. As a consequence, uncovering missing links becomes more difficult.
C. CASE ANALYSIS
The experimental results depicted in subsection IV-B indicate that our method outperforms the baselines in terms of Precision and AUP. In this subsection, we try to study the reason for such improvement further. To this end, we analyze the top-100 links ranked by CN, LNB-CN, CAR, ALNB and our method on the networks of ADV and OF.
As done in Ref. [57] , for each of these two networks, we randomly split it into a training set and a probe set, which contain 90% and 10% links, respectively. Then, each of the five link prediction methods are tested on this partition. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. Precision curves and AUP of five methods on 12 real-world networks. Precision curves of our method are at or approximate to the highest positions in most networks, and AUP results of our method are higher than others on more than half of 12 networks.
The precision is reported in Table 2 . It is evident that our method attains remarkably better Precision results than others. Furthermore, Figs. 7 and 8 demonstrate the relative rank of each pair of methods on ADV and OF in semi logarithmic coordinate [57] , respectively. From the left subgraph of Fig. 7(a) , we can observe that most of the wrongly predicted links within top-100 assigned by CN are ranked in the range of 100-1000 by our method. Whereas, the right subgraph of Fig. 7 (a) tells us that many of right links ranked at top-100 by our method are in the range of 100-1000 of CN. Figs. 7(b) , (c) and (d) present the similar results. These results manifest that our method not only can put the missing links, which are assigned lower ranks by compared methods, at top places, but also have the capability to identify non-existent links and give them lower ranks. The results described in Fig. 8 also prove this observation. In consequence, our method achieves good performance according to Precision. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 7. Comparison of top-100 predicted links for each of the four pairs of methods over the ADV network. For instance, the left subgraph of (a) shows the top-100 links ranked by CN and their corresponding ranks according to our method, whereas the right subgraph displays the top-100 links ranked by our method and their corresponding ranks according to CN. All pictures are plotted by semilog coordinate. Hit denotes right prediction while error is wrong prediction. The orange solid line represents the positions where the abscissa values equal to the ordinate values.
FIGURE 8.
Comparison of top-100 predicted links for each of the four pairs of methods over the OF network. For instance, the left subgraph of (a) shows the top-100 links ranked by CN and their corresponding ranks according to our method, whereas the right subgraph displays the top-100 links ranked by our method and their corresponding ranks according to CN.
TABLE 2.
The Precision of each method attained on ADV and OF through one random division (90% training set and 10% probe set).
V. CONCLUSION
Link prediction, which tries to uncover missing links and predict new links in a network, is an important research hotspot in complex network analysis. The LNB model is an effective method to solve the link prediction problem, because it can capture the different roles of common neighbors and assign different weights to them. However, there are still some limitations in the model. In this paper, we proposed a new method, which improved the LNB model from two perspectives. First, a new adjustment function was introduced, which was inspired by the idea of the CAR index. Second, the influence of seed nodes to their connection likelihood was taken into consideration.
To validate the advantage of the proposed method, we conducted experiments for predicting top-L missing links on 12 real-world networks drawn from various fields in terms of Precision and AUP. The compared methods include CN, AA, RA, LP, LNB-CN, CAR, ALNB and AMI. By introducing the idea of CAR into the LNB model and plus the influence of seed nodes, our method can distinguish different node pairs with the same group of common neighbors in comparison with others. Furthermore, it can estimate connection likelihood for node pairs even without common neighbors. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method achieves the best prediction performance in most cases. 
